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Abstract In a selective-opening chosen ciphertext (SO-CCA) attack on
an encryption scheme, an adversary A has access to a decryption oracle,
and after getting a number of ciphertexts, can then adaptively corrupt
a subset of them, obtaining the plaintexts and corresponding encryp-
tion randomness. SO-CCA security requires the privacy of the remain-
ing plaintexts being well protected. There are two flavors of SO-CCA
definition: the weaker indistinguishability-based (IND) and the stronger
simulation-based (SIM) ones. In this paper, we study SO-CCA secure
PKE constructions from all-but-many lossy trapdoor functions (ABM-
LTFs) in pairing-friendly prime order groups. Concretely,

– we construct two ABM-LTFs with O(n/ log λ) size tags for n bits
inputs and security parameter λ, which lead to IND-SO-CCA secure
PKEs with ciphertext size O(n/ log λ) to encrypt n bits messages.
In addition, our second ABM-LTF enjoys tight security, so as the
resulting PKE.

– by equipping a lattice trapdoor for opening randomness, we show
our ABM-LTFs are SIM-SO-CCA compatible.

Keywords: public key encryption, all-but-many lossy trapdoor func-
tions, selective-opening security, chosen-ciphertext secure, tight security

1 Introduction

Selective-opening attacks (SO) considers a scenario involving a receiver and
Q senders. They encrypt (possibly correlated) messages (M1, . . . , MQ) under
the receiver’s public key PK, and upon receiving the ciphertexts (C1, . . . , CQ),
the adversary corrupts a subset of the senders by choosing I ⊂ [Q]. It then
obtains the messages {Mi}i∈I as well as the random coins {ri}i∈I for which
Ci = Encrypt(PK, Mi; ri). The goal of the attacker is to break the security of the
unopened ciphertext {Ci}i∈[Q]\I . The main difficulty towards proving selective-
opening security arises from the fact that encrypted messages {Mi}i∈I could
be correlated and the adversary obtains the random coins {ri}i∈I of corrupted
senders.
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While traditional security notions seem to imply security under selective
openings at the first glance, it surprisingly turned out [BDWY12,HRW16] that
all bets are off when ordinary IND-CCA secure encryption schemes are subject
to sender corruptions in the absence of reliable erasures. Even the strong notion
of IND-CCA security [HRW16] was found not to guarantee security in the sense
of a weak definition of indistinguishability-based SO security.

Two formalizations of selective-opening security have been considered in
the literature. The first one is indistinguishability-based [BHY09,BY09] and re-
quires unopened plaintexts {Mi}i∈[Q]\I to be indistinguishable from messages
{M ′

i}i∈[Q]\I that are independently resampled. However, this indistinguishability-
based (IND-SO) formalization has several drawbacks. We need the resampling
operation to be conditioned on the adversary’s view in order to make the ad-
versary’s task non-trivial. Hence, the challenger is only efficient if the conditional
resampling operation can be done efficiently, which is much more restrictive than
only asking for efficient samplability: Indeed, message distributions where some
messages are one-way functions of other messages are not efficiently resamplable.

To overcome the limitations of IND-SO security, Bellare et al. [BY09,BHY09]
proposed a stronger, simulation-based notion of selective-opening (SIM-SO) se-
curity. In this model, we require the output of the adversary (after having seen
the ciphertexts as well as the corrupted messages and randomness) to be ef-
ficiently simulatable from only the corrupted plaintexts {Mi}i∈I , and thus in
particular without seeing the other ciphertexts nor the public key. Unlike the
indistinguishability-based definition, this strong notion does not induce any re-
striction on the message distribution besides being efficiently samplable. On the
other hand, SIM-SO security has proven to be much harder to achieve. In par-
ticular, it is not implied by IND-SO security in general, as proven in [BHK12].

SIM-SO security naturally extends to the chosen-ciphertext (CCA) setting,
where the adversary is additionally allowed to make decryption queries. While
SIM-SO-CPA secure public-key encryption schemes are known under various
number theoretic assumptions (e.g., Quadratic [BY09] and Composite Residuos-
ity [HLOV11], DDH [BY09,HJR16]), achieving SIM-SO-CCA security turns out
to be considerably more challenging. Indeed, in the standard model, most con-
structions based on standard assumptions [FHKW10,HLQ13,LDL+14,LP15,LLHG18]
encrypt messages bit-by-bit. In other words, they encrypt ‘0’ and ‘1’ in indistin-
guishable but different way, and finally authenticate the encryption of all bits
together. So the resulting SIM-SO-CCA schemes have ciphertexts of size O(n)
for an n bits message.

As an alternative way to build SO-CCA secure PKE, Hofheinz [Hof12] in-
troduced a primitive called all-but-many lossy trapdoor functions (ABM-LTF).
For the time being, only three constructions achieve SIM-SO-CCA security with
more compact ciphertext [Hof12,Fuj14,LSSS17a] in the standard model, all via
ABM-LTF. The solutions of [Hof12,Fuj14] rely on a non-standard variants of
the Composite Residuosity assumption [Pai99]. Under the standard Learning-
With-Errors (LWE) assumption [Reg05], SIM-SO-CCA security was actually
achieved [LSSS17a] while encrypting many bits at once. On the downside, the
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scheme of Libert et al. [LSSS17a] is rather expensive in terms of computation
as its encryption algorithm appeals to the fully homomorphic encryption (FHE)
scheme of Gentry et al. [GSW13] to homomorphically evaluate a pseudorandom
function. In addition, the LWE-based ABM-LTF in [LSSS17a] achieves tight se-
curity. Tight security concerns about the security loss when one reduces the abil-
ity of breaking the scheme to that of solving the underlying hard-solved problem.
If the simulator, that runs in similar time as the adversary A, can transfer A’s
ability that has advantage ε1 of attacking the scheme to an algorithm that solves
the underlying problem with probability ε2, then the security loss is defined as
L = ε1

ε2
. As bigger ε2 will result in smaller parameter size and more efficient com-

putation, while smaller ε1 has better security guarantee, we hope the security
loss L as small as possible.

Besides the LWE based construction via ABM-LTF, Lyu et al. [LLHG18] also
constructed tightly secure SIM-SO-CCA secure PKEs in the standard model,
based on the DDH assumption, via the bit-by-bit style. We wonder whether
there exist other efficient approaches to achieve tightly SIM-SO-CCA secure
encryptions, like ABM-LTFs.

1.1 Our Contributions

In this paper, we give two SIM-SO-CCA secure PKEs based on SXDH-alike
assumptions in pairing-friendly, prime order groups. In addition, our second
construction is (almost) tightly secure. To achieve this,

– Firstly we construct an SO-CCA compatible ABM-LTF with tag size O(n/ log λ)
for n bits input and security parameter λ.

– Then by embedding an almost tightly secure MAC [LQ19] to replace Waters
signature scheme, we get an ABM-LTF with almost tight security. Our ABM-
LTF is the first tightly secure one based on a standard, not lattice-based
assumption.

– Finally, by combining with the LTF given in Appendix E of [LSSS17a], and
setting a lattice trapdoor to enable randomness opening for the simulation
phase, we give two SIM-SO-CCA secure encryptions. In addition, our second
PKE is tightly SIM-SO-CCA secure.

1.2 Technical Overview

Our scheme builds on the lossy encryption paradigm [BHY09,BY09], where nor-
mal public keys are indistinguishable from lossy public keys, for which cipher-
texts are statistically independent of encrypted messages. In order to prove SIM-
SO-CCA security, we endow our scheme with a weak efficient opening algorithm.
In short, weak efficient opening [BHY09] means that lossy ciphertexts should be
equivocable in the same way as a chameleon hash function: Namely, a trapdoor
information should make it possible to efficiently find collisions (M0, r0), (M1, r1)
such that Encrypt(PK, M0; r0) = Encrypt(PK, M1; r1) when PK is a lossy pub-
lic key. Bellare et al. [BHY09,BY09] showed that any IND-SO secure encryption
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scheme also enjoys simulation-based security when such a weak efficient opening
algorithm exists.

Our lossy encryption scheme relies on lossy trapdoor functions (LTFs) [PW08]
and their generalization called all-but-many lossy trapdoor functions (ABM-LTFs)
[Hof12]. LTFs are function families where injective functions are computationally
indistinguishable from many-to-one functions, which have a much smaller image
size. ABM-LTFs are an extension of LTFs, introduced by Hofheinz [Hof12], where
each function is parametrized by a tag t which determines if g(t, X) is injective or
lossy as a function of X. Each tag t = (ta, tc) is actually comprised of an auxiliary
component ta (which can be an arbitrary string) and a core component tc. For
any ta, there exists at least one tc such that t = (ta, tc) induces a lossy function
g(t, ·). At the same time, lossy tags should be computationally indistinguishable
from random tags (a property known as indistinguishability) and they should
be hard to compute without a trapdoor (another property termed evasiveness
in [Hof12]). The key feature of ABM-LTFs is that, unlike all-but-one trapdoor
functions defined in [PW08], each function has a super-polynomial number of
lossy tags, although they are sparse in the tag space. Hofheinz proved in [Hof12]
that any ABM-LTF g(·, ·) can be generically combined with an LTF f(·) to build
an encryption scheme with IND-SO-CCA security. Specifically, the ciphertext of
the resulting PKE consists of:

(tc, f(X), g(t, X), AE.E(h(X), m)),

here X is the encryption randomness, h is a hard-core function for f and g, f(X)
serves as the auxiliary tag ta, and AE is a symmetric authentication encryption.
In the security proof, one will change f and tags for g to lossy, then h(X) will
be completely random distributed, thus assures the privacy of m. In the security
proof, f is changed to be lossy, and tc in the challenge ciphertext is modified to a
lossy core tag. This change should be undetected by the adversary, which means
that tc should be opened as a random core tag. We will refer to this property as
explainable for the rest of the paper. Note that here the adversary may submit
decryption queries, while the reduction can only answer for those with injective
tags, the evasiveness property prohibits the adversary from producing a valid
query with lossy tag. Hence only an ABM-LTF with tight evasiveness can leads
to a tightly secure SO-CCA PKE.

In this paper, we concentrate on constructions based on the DDH-type as-
sumptions, in prime order groups and with smaller tag size. In the following we
firstly review previous constructions, then show how to get our final result step
by step.

ABM-LTF construction: initialization. In [Hof12], Hofheinz observed that the
evasiveness requirement for ABM-LTF is similar to the unforgeability of sig-
natures, then they associate core tag part with the Boneh-Boyen signatures
[Wat05,BB08] in their pairing based construction; and to provide indistinguishab-
ility, they blind the signatures with random group elements.

The construction in [Hof12] runs in pairing groups with composite order
N = p1p2. Subgroups with order p1 is used to embed the Boneh-Boyen signature
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scheme, and subgroup of order p2 is used for two purposes: to hide signatures to
achieve indistinguishability, and for the inversion process. As the Boneh-Boyen
signature scheme, they employed a non-standard q-type assumption. And the
tag size is O(n2) for n bits input.

ABM-LTF construction: in prime order group. To construct an ABM-LTF in
prime order groups, two things should be settled: one is to get signatures prop-
erly blinded, the other is to find an inversion key to recover the input from
output. Libert and Qian [LQ19] noticed that a construction of lossy algebraic
filters (LAF) implicitly gives a solution of that. LAF is proposed by Hofheinz
[Hof13] to construct circular CCA secure PKE schemes, which also operates
with injective or lossy tags, and embraces evasiveness and indistinguishability
as ABM-LTF. The difference lies in that, in LAF, for injective tags, inversion is
no longer required; for lossy tags, the output should always be the same linear
combination of the input. The LAF given in [Hof13] runs in prime order groups,
based on the standard decisional linear assumption (DLIN). Instead of using an-
other subgroup to achieve indistinguishability, they used a fixed group element
to hide the signatures, thus solved the first problem. Then [LQ19] indicates that,
by modifying the evaluation algorithm from M ◦ x to MT ◦ x, there exists an
implicitly inversion key from the key generation process of the LAF in [Hof13].
In this way one can actually get an ABM-LTF in prime order groups, but still
with tag size of O(n2).

ABM-LTF construction: tag size from O(n2) to O(n). In [Hof12,Hof13], to eval-
uate a function with n bits input, they employ an n by n tag related matrix. And
the tag size is O(n2) as all matrix elements are given explicitly, which is similar
to the structure of the evaluation key of the DDH based LTF given by Peikert
and Waters [PW08]. One could notice that the off-diagonal elements have the
same distribution for both lossy and injective tags, the diagonal elements mark
the lossiness of tags. So the central part of shrinking the tag size is to shrink the
off-diagonal parts. In 2010, Boyen and Waters proposed two methods to shrink
the evaluation key size for LTF from O(n2) to O(n) [BW10]. The first method
is to give the off-diagonal elements explicitly as the common reference strings
(CRS), resulting a size O(n2) CRS, then the evaluation key only consists of the
diagonal elements. The second one is inspired by the revocation IBE system
[LSW10], so that one can re-construct the O(n2) off-diagonal elements from 4n
elements. Inspired by the second key size shrinking method, Libert and Qian
[LQ19] shrink the tag size of the LAF from O(n2) to O(n). Furthermore, by re-
placing the underlying signature scheme with a tightly secure one, they obtained
an LAF with tags of size O(n) and (almost) tight evasiveness.

Although the LAFs given by Libert and Qian can be modified to ABM-
LTFs, their constructions are not compatible with SO-CCA requirement. That
is because they introduce some algebraic structure for computing n2 − n off-
diagonal elements from 4n group elements, hence lossy tags cannot be opened
as random tags without detecting. So our goal is to shrink the tag size without
introducing such structures.
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Our first contribution: SO-CCA compatible ABM-LTF with tag size O(n) in
prime order group. As mentioned above, there are two methods to reduce the
evaluation key size for LTF in [BW10]. While the algebraic structure from the
second method hinder the resulting ABM-LTF from achieving SO-CCA PKE,
luckily, the first method of [BW10] does not introduce any algebraic structure, it
gives the off-diagonal elements explicitly in the CRS. By adapting this method to
the ABM-LTF construction in [LQ19], and embedding a blind version of Waters
signatures, we get an SO-CCA compatible ABM-LTF. Since we employ a blind
version of Waters signature scheme, evasiveness of our scheme is reduced to the
2-3-Diffie-Hellman assumption [KP06], as that in [LQ19]. Compared with the
constructions in [LQ19], our construction has larger evaluation key size of O(n2)
group elements, but the tag size keeps small of O(n).

Our second contribution: achieving (almost) tight evasiveness. As all previous
ABM-LTF achieves evasiveness via embedding a signature scheme implicitly in
tags, one natural approach to achieving tight evasiveness is to replace Waters
signatures with a signature scheme with tight unforgeability. For the signature
scheme, as the validity of signatures can be publicly checked, one-time security
and multi-time security is equivalent. However, for tags with indistinguishability,
there is a gap between the reduction for one-time and multi-time security. As
here we need multi-time security for evasiveness, i.e. the adversary could access
to an oracle that helps to check the lossiness of the tag, for multi-time, conven-
tional tightly secure signature scheme cannot be used directly here. Luckily, in
[LQ19], they adapted a trapdoor to the MAC in [BKP14], so that the reduction
can always check the validity of the tag, thus achieves tight security for multi-
challenge. Then by embedding the MAC given in [LQ19] to our ABM-LTF, we
finally get a construction with (almost) tight evasiveness4, which is the first one
with tight security and based on a standard, non-lattice assumption. With the
above ABM-LTFs, we can get IND-SO-CCA secure constructions with compacter
ciphertext of O(ℓ/ log λ) group elements for encrypting ℓ bits messages.

Our third contribution: SIM-SO-CCA secure PKE. To achieve SIM-SO-CCA se-
curity, one has to find an appropriate opening algorithm to explain f(X), g(t, X)
as function evaluation of another X ′. Note that the DDH-based ABM-LTF given
in [Hof12] is not SIM-SO-CCA compatible for the lack of efficient opening al-
gorithm. In [LSSS17a], they use a lattice trapdoor to open a DDH-based LTF,
and finally get an SIM-SO-CPA secure PKE. The centre our ABM-LTF opening
algorithm is the same as the DDH-based LTF: one need to find a short vector
x such that A · x = b given a fixed b and matrix A. Then, as in [LSSS17a],
with a trapdoor TA generated together with A, one can sample such an x from
the Gaussian distribution. With the help of such a trapdoor, by modifying the
evaluation of our ABM-LTFs a little bit, and restrict the input to Gaussian
distribution, one can get SIM-SO-CCA compatible ABM-LTFs.
4 We suppose that the tightly multi-pesudorandom MAC given in [HJP18] can also

be used here, however, the security loss of their construction is larger than that of
the MAC in [LQ19], although in the same level.
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With the ABM-LTFs we constructed above, we can finally extend the DDH-
based SIM-SO-CPA secure PKE in [LSSS17a] to two SIM-SO-CCA constructions.
Both are in prime order, pairing-friendly groups. And our second construction
achieves (almost) tight security. In Table 1, we give a comparison of the cur-
rently known SIM-SO-CCA secure PKE constructions. For the use of lattice
trapdoor, our final construction needs O(ℓ) group elements to encrypt ℓ bits
messages, as that in [LLHG18]. This shows that the lossy encryption approach
can perform asymptotically as well as the bit-by-bit KEM-based approach of
[LP15,LLHG18] (which is the most efficient blueprint so far) when it comes to
constructing SIM-SO-CCA-secure encryption. The main caveat is that the lossy
encryption approach requires pairings for now. We leave it as open problems
to construct ABM-LTF with shorter evaluation keys, tighter evasiveness, say
O(log q), and in pairing-free prime order groups.

Approach compactness Scheme tightness Assump. Remark

bit-by-bit –
FHKW10 – DCR,DDH,QR from HPS

LP15 – HPS,Dlin,iO from KEM
LLHG18

√
MDDH from tightly secure KEM

ABM-LTF

√
Hof12a

√
DCR+No-mul non-standard assump.√

Hof12b
√

SXDH+SD+strong DH composite order, paring,non-standard assum.√
LSSS17

√
LWE use homomorphic encryption, low efficiency

– Ours – wR3DH+SXDH+2-3-CDH prime order, pairing, widely-used assum.√

Table 1. Comparison of the currently known SIM-SO-CCA secure PKE. Here we
assume the encrypted message is of length n.

1.3 Related Work

The non-triviality of selective-opening security was first identified by Dwork et
al. [DNRS99] in 1999. The first positive results on the feasibility of SO-secure
public-key encryption were given by Bellare, Hofheinz and Yilek [BHY09,BY09]
a decade later. They proved that IND-SO-CPA security can be achieved using
lossy trapdoor functions and, more efficiently, under the standard DDH assump-
tion. At the expense of encrypting messages bitwise, they also showed how to
prove simulation-based (SIM-SO-CPA) security under the Quadratic Residuos-
ity and DDH assumptions. In particular, they proved that the Goldwasser-Micali
cryptosystem [GM84] is actually secure in the SIM-SO-CPA sense and their res-
ult was immediately extended to Paillier [HLOV11]. Under the DDH assumption,
Hofheinz, Jager and Rupp [HJR16] obtained compact ciphertexts while retain-
ing simulation-based security. Bellare, Waters and Yilek [BWY11] extended and
realized the notion of SIM-SO-CPA security to the identity-based setting. Hoang
et al. [HKOZ16] analyzed the feasibility of SO security using deficient random-
ness.

Selective-opening chosen-ciphertext security was first considered by Fehr et
al. [FHKW10] and attracted much attention since then [HLQ13,Hof12,LDL+14],
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[LP15,BL17,LSSS17a,LLHG18]. Of these works, [BL17] only considers the weaker
IND-SO-CCA security. Except for realizations [Hof12,Fuj14] based on (variants
of) the Composite Residuosity assumption and the FHE-based construction
of [LSSS17a], all of these schemes process messages bit-by-bit, thus incurring
an expansion factor Ω(λ). In the random oracle model, Heuer et al. [HJKS15]
gave much more efficient constructions by showing that several practical schemes
like RSA-OAEP [BR95] are secure in the SIM-SO-CCA sense. In the ideal cipher
model, Heuer and Poettering [HP16] generically realized SIM-SO-CCA security
using hybrid encryption.

Until 2015, selective-opening security was mostly considered for corruptions
at the senders. The receiver corruption (RSO) setting was fleshed out by Hazay
et al. [HPW15] who gave constructions under various assumptions. In particu-
lar, they achieved simulation-based RSO security from receiver non-committing
encryption [JL00,CHK05]. [JLL16,JLL17] extends RSO security to the CCA
setting, but they only consider the IND-based definition. The SIM-based RSO
security was recently extended to the chosen-ciphertext scenario by Hara et
al. [HKM+18,HLC+19,?], who gave solutions under standard assumptions.

2 Preliminaries

Notations. For any q ≥ 2, we let Zq denote the ring of integers with addition
and multiplication modulo q. We always set q as a prime integer. If x is a
vector over R, then ∥x∥ denotes its Euclidean norm. If X is a random vari-
able over a countable domain, the min-entropy of X is defined as H∞(X) =
minx(− log2 Pr[X = x]). If X and Y are distributions over the same domain,
then ∆(X, Y ) denotes their statistical distance. We let σn(M) denote the least
singular value of matrix M, where n is the rank of M. We use U(S) to denote
the uniform distribution on the set S. We use x $← S to denote choosing x uni-
formly random from the set S, and x← D picking an element according to the
distribution D.

2.1 Randomness Extraction and Chameleon Hash Function

We first recall the Leftover Hash Lemma, as it was stated in [ABB10].

Lemma 1 ([ABB10]). Let H = {h : X → Y }h∈H be a family of universal
hash functions, for countable sets X, Y . For any random variable T taking values
in X, we have

∆
(
(h, h(T )), (h, U(Y ))

)
≤ 1

2
·
√

2−H∞(T ) · |Y |.

More generally, let (Ti)i≤k be independent random variables with values in X,
for some k > 0. We have

∆
(
(h, (h(Ti))i≤k), (h, (U(Y )i)i≤k)

)
≤ k

2
·
√

2−H∞(T ) · |Y |.
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A consequence of Lemma 1 was used by Agrawal et al. [ABB10] to re-randomize
matrices over Zq by multiplying them with small-norm matrices.

Lemma 2 ([ABB10]). Let us assume that m > 2n·log q, for some prime q > 2.
For any integer k ∈ poly(n), if A $← Zm×n

q , B $← Zk×n
q , R $← {−1, 1}k×m, the

distributions (A, R ·A) and (A, B) are within 2−Ω(n) statistical distance.

Definition 1 (Chameleon hash function [KR00]). A chameleon hash func-
tion has three algorithms CH := (CH.gen, CH.eval, CH.switch):

– The key generation algorithm CH.gen(λ) returns the evaluation/trapdoor key
(pkCH, skCH).

– The evaluation algorithm CH.eval(pkCH, x; RCH) returns an image y on input
x with randomness RCH.

– The equivocation algorithm CH.switch(skCH, x, RCH, x′) outputs a new ran-
domness R′CH such that CH.eval(pkCH, x; RCH) = CH.eval(pkCH, x′; R′CH).

The collision-resistance of chameleon hash means that it is difficult to output a
collision ((x, RCH), (x′, R′CH)) for any adversary without the trapdoor skCH.

Definition 2 (Collision-resistance). We say a family of chameleon hash
functions CH is (t, ε)-collision-resistant (CR) if for all adversaries A that run in
time t,

Pr[(x, RCH) ̸= (x′, R′CH) ∧ CH.eval(pkCH, x; RCH) = CH.eval(pkCH, x′; R′CH)

| (pkCH, skCH) $← CH.gen(λ), (x, x′, RCH, R′CH)← A(pkCH)] ≤ ε.

2.2 Computational Assumptions

Let Ggen be a probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm that on input 1λ

returns a description G := (G1, G2, GT , q, g1, g2, e) of asymmetric pairing groups,
where G1, G2, GT are cyclic groups of order q for a λ-bit prime q, g1 and g2 are
generators of G1 and G2, respectively, and e : G1×G2 is an efficiently computable
(non-degenerated) bilinear map. Define gT := e(g1, g2), which is a generator in
GT . In this paper, we only consider Type III pairings, where G1 ̸= G2 and there
is no efficient homomorphism between them.

Firstly we will review the definition of SXDH assumption, which is actually
the widely used DDH assumption in the source groups of the asymmetric pairing.
We give the formal description of the assumption as DDHι for ι ∈ {1, 2}.

Definition 3 (DDHι). We say that the First/Second Decision Diffie-Hellman
(DDH1/DDH2) assumption is (t, ε)-hard relative to Ggen in group Gι if for all
adversaries A with running time t, it holds that

|Pr[A(G, ga
ι , gb

ι , gab
ι ) = 1]− Pr[A(G, ga

ι , gb
ι , gz

ι ) = 1]| ≤ ε,

where the probability is taken over G $← Ggen(1λ) and a, b, z $← Zq.
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The above SXDH assumption is randomizable, which means that hardness
of the Q-fold SXDH assumption is equal to that of the SXDH assumption
[EHK+13].

In this paper we will also use weaker versions of 3-party Diffie-Hellman as-
sumption. In the following we give definitions in two source groups separately,
following that of [LQ19].

Definition 4 (wD3DHι [LQ19]). For ι = 1, 2, we say that the Decision weak
3-Party Diffie-Hellman (wD3DHι) assumption is (t, ε)-hard relative to Ggen in
group Gι if for all adversaries A with running time t, it holds that

|Pr[A(G, ga
ι , gb

ι , gc
ι , gb

3−ι, gc
3−ι, gabc

ι ) = 1]−Pr[A(G, ga
ι , gb

ι , gc
ι , gb

3−ι, gc
3−ι, gz

ι ) = 1]| ≤ ε,

where the probability is taken over G $← Ggen(1λ) and a, b, c, z $← Zq.

Definition 5 (2-3-CDH [LQ19,KP06]). We say that the 2-out-of-3 Compu-
tational Diffie-Hellman (2-3-CDH) assumption is (t, ε)-hard relative to Ggen in
group G2 if for all adversaries A with running time t, it holds that

Pr[A(G, ga
1 , gb

1, ga
2 , gb

2)⇒ (gr
2, gr·ab

2 with r ̸= 0)] ≤ ε,

where the probability is taken over G $← Ggen(1λ) and a, b $← Zq.

Next we review the randomized version of wD3DHι denoted as R-wD3DHι
assumption, the hardness of which can be tightly reduced to the wD3DHι plus
SXDH assumptions.

Definition 6 (R-wD3DHι [LQ19]). For ι = 1, 2, we say that the R-wD3DHι
assumption is (t, ε)-hard relative to Ggen in group Gι if for all adversaries A with
running time t, it holds that
|Pr[A(G, {gai

ι }i∈[Q], gb
ι , gc

ι , gb
3−ι, gc

3−ι, {gaibc
ι }i∈[Q]) = 1] − Pr[A(G, {gai

ι }i∈[Q], gb
ι ,

gc
ι , gb

3−ι, gc
3−ι, {gzi

ι }i∈[Q]) = 1]| ≤ ε,

where the probability is taken over G $← Ggen(1λ) and b, c, {ai, zi}i∈[Q]
$← Zq.

Lemma 3 (SXDH+wD3DHι⇒R-wD3DHι,[LQ19]). For ι ∈ {1, 2}, if the
DDHι problem is (t1, ε1)-hard and the wD3DHι problem is (t2, ε2)-hard relative
to Ggen in group Gι, then the R-wD3DHι problem is (t, ε1 + ε2)-hard, where
t1 ≈ t2 ≈ t + poly(λ).

2.3 Lattice Background

Since we will use a lattice trapdoor to perform the opening algorithm to achieve
the SIM-SO-CCA security, here we introduce some basic facts of lattices. Let
Σ ∈ Rn×n be a symmetric definite positive matrix, and c ∈ Rn. We define
the Gaussian function on Rn by ρΣ,c(x) = exp(−π(x − c)⊤Σ−1(x − c)) and if
Σ = σ2 · In and c = 0 we denote it by ρσ. For an n-dimensional lattice Λ,
we define the Gaussian distribution DΛ,σ on Λ as: Pr[x = a] = ρσ(a)

Σb∈Λρσ(b) .
Gaussian distribution over the support Λ + x′ with parameters Σ, c is denoted
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as DΛ+x′,Σ,c ∼ ρΣ,c(x) for all x ∈ Λ + x′. The smoothing parameter ηε(Λ) is
defined as the smallest r > 0 such that ρ1/r(Λ̂ \ 0) ≤ ε with Λ̂ denoting the
dual of Λ, for any ε ∈ (0, 1). In particular, we have η2−n(Zn) ≤ O(

√
n). For

a matrix A ∈ Zm×n
q , we define Λ⊥(A) = {x ∈ Zm : x⊤ · A = 0 mod q} and

Λ⊥u (A) = {x ∈ Zm : x⊤ ·A = u⊤ mod q}.

Lemma 4 (Poisson summation formula, Lemma 2.14 of [Reg05]). For
any lattice L and any function f : Rn → C, there is

f(L) = det(L∗)f̂(L∗),

where f̂ is the Fourier transform of f .

Lemma 5 (The min-entropy of DZn,σ). H∞(DZn,σ) ≥ n log σ.

Proof. H∞(DZn,σ) = − log ρσ(0)
ρσ(Zn) . For Gaussian distribution, there is ρ̂σ = σn ·

ρ1/σ, then according to Lemma 4, ρσ(Zn) = det((Zn)∗) · σnρ1/σ(Zn∗) ≥ σn.
Hence H∞(DZn,σ) ≥ n log σ. ⊓⊔

Lemma 6 (Adapted from [BLP+13]). There exists a PPT algorithm that,
given a basis (bi)i≤n of a full-rank lattice Λ, x′, c ∈ Rn and Σ ∈ Rn×n symmetric
definite positive such that Ω(

√
log n) · maxi ∥Σ−1/2 · bi∥ ≤ 1, returns a sample

from DΛ+x′,Σ,c.

Lemma 7 (Adapted from [MR04]). For any n-dimensional lattice Λ, x′, c ∈
Rn and symmetric positive definite Σ ∈ Rn×n satisfying σn(

√
Σ) ≥ η2−n(Λ), we

have Prx←DΛ+x′,Σ,c [∥x− c∥ ≥
√

n · ∥
√

Σ∥] ≤ 2−n+2.

In [MP12], Micciancio and Peikert described a trapdoor mechanism for Gaus-
sian sampling. Their technique uses a “gadget” matrix G ∈ Zm×n

q for which
anyone can publicly sample short vectors x ∈ Zm such that x⊤G = v⊤ for any
v⊤. As in [MP12], we call R ∈ Zm×m a G-trapdoor for a matrix A ∈ Z2m×n

q if
[R | Im] ·A = G ·H for some invertible matrix H ∈ Zn×n

q which is referred to
as the trapdoor tag. If H = 0, then R is called a “punctured” trapdoor for A.

Lemma 8 ([MP12, Section 5]). Assume that m ≥ 2n log q. There exists a
PPT algorithm GenTrap that takes as inputs matrices Ā ∈ Zm×n

q , H ∈ Zn×n
q

and outputs matrices R ∈ {−1, 1}m×m and

A =
[

Ā
−RĀ + GH

]
∈ Z2m×n

q

such that if H ∈ Zn×n
q is invertible, then R is a G-trapdoor for A with tag H;

and if H = 0, then R is a punctured trapdoor.
Further, in case of a G-trapdoor, one can efficiently compute from A, R

and H a basis (bi)i≤2m of Λ⊥(A) such that maxi ∥bi∥ ≤ O(m3/2).

Micciancio and Peikert also showed that a G-trapdoor for A ∈ Z2m×n
q can

be used to output a Gaussian distribution x such that x⊤A = u⊤ for any u.
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Lemma 9 ([MP12, Theorem 5.5]). There exists a PPT algorithm Gausam
that takes as inputs matrices R ∈ Zm×m, A ∈ Z2m×n

q , H ∈ Zn×n
q such that R

is a G-trapdoor for A with invertible tag H, and a vector u, then outputs x ←
DΛu

q ,σ that is statistically close to (x← DZm,σ|x⊤A = u⊤) with σ > ηϵ(Λ(G⊥)).

2.4 All-but-many Lossy Trapdoor Functions

In the following we will review the definitions of lossy trapdoor functions (LTF)
[PW08] and all-but-many lossy trapdoor functions (ABM-LTF) [Hof12]. Here
we will use the adapted definitions given by Libert et al. [LSSS17a], in which
the input is not necessarily chosen in a uniform way, but according to proper
distributions, and the input domain could be a bit larger than the output domain
of the inversion algorithm.

Definition 7 (LTF). A family of lossy trapdoor functions (LTF) has four al-
gorithms LTF := (LTF.Igen, LTF.Lgen, LTF.Eval, LTF.Invert) with the following
properties:

– The injective key generation algorithm LTF.Igen(λ) returns the evaluation/inversion
key (ek, ik). We assume that ek implicitly defines the distribution Dx on input
domain DomE, and the inversion domain DomD ⊂ DomE.

– The lossy key generation algorithm LTF.Lgen(λ) returns the evaluation key
ek.

– The evaluation algorithm LTF.Eval(ek, x) returns an image y.
– The deterministic inversion algorithm LTF.Invert(ik, y) returns an x ∈ DomD

or abort symbol ⊥.
Security requirements.

Inversion correctness. For an injective key pair (ek, ik) $← LTF.Igen(λ), we
have, except with negligible probability over (ek, ik), that for all inputs x ∈
DomD, x = LTF.Invert(ik, LTF.Eval(ek, x)).

Sampling correctness. For x← Dx, we have x ∈ DomD except with negligible
probability.

ℓ-Lossiness. We say an LTF is with ℓ-lossiness, if for all ek ← LTF.Lgen(λ)
and x ← Dx, it holds that H∞(x|(ek, LTF.Eval(ek, x) = y)) ≥ ℓ except for a
negligible probability.

(t, ε)-Indistinguishability. An LTF is (t, ε)-indistinguishable, if for any ad-
versary A that runs in time t,

|Pr[A(ek) = 1|(ek, ik)← LTF.Igen(λ)]− Pr[A(ek) = 1|ek← LTF.Lgen(λ)]| ≤ ε.

In an ABM-LTF, functions are computed with the evaluation key and an
associated tag. There are two kinds of indistinguishable tags: lossy and injective
tags, which lead to lossy and injective functions respectively. For injective tags,
it proceeds the same way as trapdoor one way function. For lossy tags, the
range size of the function is strictly smaller than the domain size. Lossy tags
can be sampled with a special trapdoor, but for adversaries who do not have the
trapdoor, it is hard to generate fresh lossy tags, even given access to polynomially
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many lossy tags. This property is called the evasiveness property. The formal
definition is as follows.

Definition 8 (ABM-LTF). A family of all-but-many lossy trapdoor functions
(ABM-LTF) has four algorithms (ABM.Gen, ABM.LGen, ABM.Eval, ABM.Inver) with
the following properties:

– The key generation algorithm ABM.Gen(λ) returns the evaluation, inversion
and trapdoor keys (ek, ik, tk). We assume that ek implicitly defines the distri-
bution Dx on input domain DomE, and the inversion domain DomD ⊂ DomE.
We also assume that ek defines the tag space T := Ta×Tc containing the dis-
joint sets of lossy tags Tloss and Tinj, here Ta denotes the auxiliary tag space
and Tc denotes the core tag space5.

– The lossy tag generation algorithm ABM.LGen(tk, ta) returns the core tag
part tc such that t := (ta, tc) ∈ Tloss.

– The evaluation algorithm ABM.Eval(ek, t, x) returns an image y with respect
to a tag t and input x.

– The deterministic inversion algorithm ABM.Inver(ik, t, y) returns an x ∈
DomD or an abort symbol ⊥.

Security requirements.

Inversion correctness. We require that for all pairs (ek, ik, tk) $← ABM.Gen(λ),
for all t ∈ Tinj, for all x ∈ DomD, Pr[ABM.Inver(ik, t, ABM.Eval(ek, t, x))
= x] ≥ 1− ε, where ε is negligible in λ.

Sampling correctness. For x← Dx, we have x ∈ DomD except with negligible
probability.

Explainable tags. We say an ABM-LTF is with explainable tags, if there exists
a PPT algorithm Resam, such that for any tc ∈ Tc, Resam(tc)→ δ, such that
δ is uniformly distributed in the set {δ′ : Samp(δ′) = tc}, where Samp is a
PPT algorithm to sample uniformly random elements in Tc, and δ′ denotes
the randomness used by the Samp algorithm. In general, this means that
any core tag part can be explained as a randomly chosen tag by showing the
sampling randomness.

ℓ-Lossiness. We say an ABM-LTF is with ℓ-lossiness, if for all (ek, ik, tk) ←
ABM.Gen, all t ∈ Tloss and x← Dx, it holds that H∞(x|(ek, ABM.Eval(ek, t, x) =
y)) ≥ ℓ except for negligible probability.

(qin, t, ε)-Indistinguishability. An ABM-LTF is (qin, t, ε)-indistinguishable, if
for any adversary A that runs in time t,∣∣∣Pr[A(ek)Loss(·) = 1]− Pr[A(ek)U(·) = 1]

∣∣∣ ≤ ε,

where on input ta, Loss returns a tc ← ABM.LGen(tk, ta) and U returns a
random tc

$← Tc, the adversary may make at most qin queries.
(qeva, qver, t, ε)-Evasiveness. An ABM-LTF is (qeva, qver, t, ε)-evasiveness, if for

any adversary A that runs in time t,

Pr[A(ek)Loss(·),Ver(·) ⇒ (t∗a, t∗c) ∈ T \Tinj] ≤ ε,

5 Here note that T ⊃ Tloss ∪ Tinj, there may exist a tag t ∈ T but t /∈ Tloss ∪ Tinj.
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where on input (ta, tc), Ver returns 1 iff (ta, tc) ∈ T \Tinj, and we make the
trivial restriction that (t∗a, t∗c) is different from that returned by Loss, the
adversary may make at most qeva queries to the Loss oracle and at most qver
queries to the Ver oracle.

2.5 Selective Opening Security

In the following we give the formal definition of simulation-based selective open-
ing and chosen-ciphertext attacks (SIM-SO-CCA) for PKE. In general, it requires
that the view of an adversary that accesses to the decryption oracle, sees the
challenge ciphertexts and can adaptively open some of them, can be simulated
by a simulator that only gets the opened messages. The formal definition is as
follows.

Definition 9 (SIM-SO-CCA Security [BHY09]). A PKE is (qdec, N, t, t′, ϵ)-SO-CCA-
secure if for all N -message sampler dist that takes α ∈ {0, 1}∗ as input and re-
turns m := (m1, . . . , mN ), all randomized relation R, for any A in SOCCAreal
that runs in time t, makes at most qdec decryption queries, there exists a simu-
lator S in SOCCArand that runs in time t′, such that

|Pr[SOCCArealA ⇒ 1]− Pr[SOCCArandS ⇒ 1]| ≤ ϵ,

where the security games are defined as in Figures 1 and 2, and in both games
the adversary must make one Chal query before one Curr query.

Init:
(pk, sk) $← Keygen(λ)
Return pk

Dec(c): // at most qdec queries
If c ∈ Cenc, return ⊥
m← Dec(sk, c);
Return m

Chal(α): // one query
m $← dist(α)
For i ∈ [N ]:

ri
$←R,

ci := Enc(pk, mi; ri)
ct := (c1, . . . , cN )
Cenc := {c1, . . . , cN}
Return ct

Curr(I): // one query
Return (mI , rI)

Finalize(OUT):
Return R(m, I, OUT).

Figure 1. Security game SOCCAreal

InitS :
Return ϵ

ChalS(α): // one query
m $← dist(α)
Return ϵ

CurrS(I): // one query
Return mI

Finalize(OUT):
Return R(m, I, OUT).

Figure 2. Security game SOCCArand
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3 Constructions of ABM-LTF with Linear-Size Tags

In this section we will give two constructions of ABM-LTF with linear-size tags.
Our constructions are inspired by that of lossy algebraic filter (LAF) and ABM-LTF
given in [LQ19]. They employed the revocation technique [LSW10,BW10] to
compute n2 elements from 4n elements, hence shrinking the tag length. How-
ever, there is a special and publicly recognizable structure in their tags. With
such structure, lossy tags cannot be explained as random tags, hence incompat-
ible with the selective opening requirement. To eliminate the structure in the
tags for ABM-LTF, here we put all off-diagonal elements in the public key. Al-
though this results in larger public key size compared with that of [LQ19], in
this way the lossy tags are pseudorandom and can be explained to random tags.
Then by combining with the Waters signatures and the tightly secure MAC in
[LQ19] respectively, we get two ABM-LTFs with explainable tags, hence com-
patible with the SO-CCA scenario. And the second one is with (almost) tight
indistinguishability and evasiveness.

Furthermore, we adapt the evaluation algorithm of the ABM-LTFs, and make
the function output be efficiently openable, so that it can be used to build
SIM-SO-CCA secure PKE. To do this, we firstly make a change on the evaluation
algorithm, then we set the function input to be small-norm integer vectors from
a discrete Gaussian distribution, then with the help of a lattice trapdoor, we can
open the lossy function value to any input.

In the following subsections, we denote DomD := {x ∈ Zn|∥x∥ ≤ σ
√

n} and
DomE := {x ∈ Zn|∥x∥ ≤ γ · σ

√
n} with σ ≥ Ω(n) and γ ≥ 3, where DomD is

the inversion domain and DomE is the input domain.

3.1 An ABM-LTF based on Waters Signatures

In this subsection we firstly give an ABM-LTF based on Waters signatures, and
then adapt to a new ABM-LTF, such that the output for lossy tags is efficiently
openable. These two ABM-LTFs only disagree in the evaluation and inversion
algorithms, while share same parameters and tags, so we show correctness and
lossiness separately, and prove indistinguishability and evasiveness for once.

ABM.Gen: Choose bilinear groups G1, G2, GT of prime order q with e : G1×G2 →
GT . Choose random elements g1

$← G1, g2
$← G2 and denote gT := e(g1, g2).

1. Choose a chameleon hash function CH := (CH.gen, CH.eval, CH.switch)
with CH.eval : {0, 1}∗×RCH → {0, 1}L. Generate (pkCH, skCH)← CH.gen.

2. Pick random ri, si
$← Zq for i ∈ [n] and w0, . . . , wL

$← Zq, where n is the
input length, compute Ri := gri

1 , Si := gsi
1 , Uij := g

risj

1 for i ̸= j ∈ [n]
and Wι,k := gwk

ι for ι = 1, 2, k ∈ [0, L], for any m ∈ {0, 1}L, we define

HGι
(m) := g

w0+
∑L

k=1
wk·mk

ι for ι = 1, 2,.
3. ek := (pkCH, {Wι,k}ι∈[2],k∈[0,L], {Ri, Si}i∈[n], {Uij}i ̸=j∈[n]).

ik := (ek, {si}i∈[n]), tk := (skCH, {ri, si}i∈[n], {wk}k∈[0,L]).
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The tag space is defined as follows: tags are of the form t = (ta, tc), where
ta ∈ {0, 1}∗ is the auxiliary part, and tc := ({Bi, Di, Ei}i∈[n], RCH) ∈ G3n

2 ×
RCH is the core tag part. Random tc are uniformly random elements in the
core tag space. The input distribution Dx is the uniform distribution over
({0, 1}log λ)n.

ABM.LGen(tk, ta): The lossy core tag part tc := ({Bi, Di, Ei}i∈[n], RCH) is com-
puted as:
1. For i ∈ [n], pick bi, ρi

$← Zq, compute Bi := gbi
2 , Di := gribisi

2 HG2(τ)ρi

and Ei := gρi

2 , where τ := CH.eval(pkCH, (ta, {B′i, D′i, E′i}i∈[n]); R′CH) ∈
{0, 1}L, where B′i, D′i, E′i, R′CH are randomly chosen.

2. Compute RCH := CH.switch(skCH, (ta, {B′i, D′i, E′i}i∈[n]), R′CH, (ta, {Bi, Di,
Ei}i∈[n])).

Each tag is corresponding to a matrix (Mij) with

Mij :=

{
e(Uij , Bi) = g

risjbi

T if i ̸= j
e(g1,Di)

e(HG1 (τ),Ei) else
(1)

We say a tag t = (ta, tc) is lossy if Mii = grisibi

T for each i ∈ [n]. A tag is
injective if Mii ̸= grisibi

T for all i ∈ [n]. Note that there exist tags that are
neither lossy nor injective.

ABM.Eval(ek, t, x): For input x := (x1, . . . , xn) with xi ∈ {0, 1}log λ, output
y := (y0, . . . , yn) as:
1. Compute M according to Equation (1).

2. Compute y0 :=
∏

j∈[n] e(Rj , Bj)xj = g

∑
j∈[n]

rjbjxj

T and yi :=
∏

j∈[n] Mxj

ji .
ABM.Inver(ik, y): Compute x as:

1. Compute M ′
i := Mii

g
ribisi
T

for each i ∈ [n]. If there exists i ∈ [n] such that

M ′
i = g0

T , return ⊥.
2. Compute Zi := yi/ysi

0 for each i ∈ [n].
3. Search xi ∈ {0, 1}log λ such that M ′

i
xi = Zi.

Correctness. When the tag t = (ta, tc) is injective, we have M ′
i ̸= 1T for each

i ∈ [n]. Then

Zi = yi/ysi
0 =

∏
j∈[n] Mxj

ji

g
si

∑
j∈[n]

rjbjxj

T

=
∏

j ̸=i g
rjxjsibj

T ·Mxi
ii

g
si

∑
j∈[n]

rjbjxj

T

= M ′
i
xi ,

hence xi can be recovered correctly.

Lossiness. For the lossy tag, yi = g
si(

∑
j

rjbjxj)
T , the output is completely de-

termined by
∑

j rjbjxj mod q, so that the function has image size no larger than
log q, hence the lossiness ℓ = n log λ− log q.
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Explainable tags. Our construction has explainable tags as soon as the employed
group G2 is efficiently samplable and explainable.

In comparison with the construction given in [LQ19], the above construc-
tion has larger evaluation keys of size O(n2). On the other hand, its lossy tags
are pseudorandom and thus make the ABM-LTF amenable to the design of a
PKE scheme with IND-SO-CCA security. Next, we will give a variant of the
above construction which can be used as a building block to achieve stronger
and more natural simulation-based (SIM-SO-CCA) security. The key generation
and the lossy tag generation algorithms remain exactly identical. However, the
tag related matrix M is defined differently and the evaluation and inversion
algorithms also need some modifications. The main observation is that, given
δ =

∑
j(rjbjxj), we don’t know how to find x′ such that δ =

∑
j(rjbjx′j). On

the other hand, if we change the linear combination of x independent of tags,
say δ =

∑
j(rjxj), and embedding a lattice trapdoor when generating r, we can

efficiently sample an x′. The concrete description is as below.
The input distribution is modified as: Dx is the Gaussian distribution DZn,σ

with the restriction that the sampled x satisfies x ∈ DomE.
The computation of tag related matrix (Mij) is modified to:

Mij :=

{
e(Uji, Bi) = g

rjsibi

T if i ̸= j
e(g1,Di)

e(HG1 (τ),Ei) else
(2)

We say a tag t = (ta, tc) is lossy if Mii = grisibi

T for each i ∈ [n]. And a tag
is injective if Mii ̸= grisibi

T for all i ∈ [n]. Note that there exist tags that are
neither lossy nor injective.
ABM.Eval(ek, t, x): For input x := (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ DomE, output y := (y0,1, y1,1, . . . ,

y0,n, y1,n) as:
1. Compute M according to Equation (2).

2. Compute y0,i :=
∏

j∈[n] e(Rj , Bi)xj = g
bi

∑
j∈[n]

rjxj

T and y1,i :=
∏

j∈[n] Mxj

ij .
ABM.Inver(ik, y): Compute xi as:

1. Compute M ′
i := Mii

g
risibi
T

for each i ∈ [n]. If there exists i ∈ [n] such that

M ′
i = g0

T , return ⊥.
2. Compute Zi := y1,i/ysi

0,i for each i ∈ [n].
3. Search x ∈ DomD such that M ′

i
xi = Zi for all i ∈ [n].

Decryption correctness. When the tag t = (ta, tc) is injective, we have M ′
i ̸= 1T

for each i ∈ [n]. Then

Zi = y1,i/ysi
0,i =

∏
j∈[n] Mxj

ij

g
sibi

∑
j∈[n]

rjxj

T

=
∏

j ̸=i g
rjxjsibi

T ·Mxi
ii

g
si

∑
j∈[n]

rjbixj

T

= M ′
i
xi ,
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hence xi can be recovered correctly.
Sampling correctness. According to Lemmas 6 and 7, if σ ≥ Ω(

√
n), the distribu-

tion DZn,σ is efficiently samplable, and Pr[x ∈ DomD|x← DZn,σ] ≥ 1− 2−Ω(λ).

Lossiness. For the lossy tag, y1,i = g
sibi(

∑
j

rjxj)
T , the output is completely de-

termined by
∑

j rjxj mod q, so that the function has image size no larger than
q. Then applying the following lemma in [DRS04], lossiness is proved.
Lemma 10 ([DRS04]). Let x, y be two variables that y has at most s possible
values, then H∞(x|y) ≥ H∞(x)− log s.
Since a vector x sampled from the distribution DZn,σ has at least n log σ bits
of min-entropy according to Lemma 5, we have lossiness ℓ := H∞(x|(y0, y1)) ≥
n log σ − log q.

Security. For the above two constructions, although the evaluation and inver-
sion algorithms are different, the condition for lossy and injective tags is the
same. So we give the indistinguishable and evasiveness proof once.

As in [LQ19], we prove the indistinguishability based on the R-wD3DH2 as-
sumption. One difference is that in the first construction of [LQ19], they give
the proof based on the non-randomized version of wD3DH2 assumption and
prove via a sequence of qin · n games, here we employ the randomized version
assumption, hence only use n game hops. Note that R-wD3DH2 assumption can
be tightly reduced to the wD3DH2 plus CDH assumptions in type 3 asymmet-
ric pairing groups. And for symmetric pairing groups, there exists a security
proof reduced to the wD3DH2 assumption with security loss the same as that
of [LQ19].
Indistinguishability. We prove the indistinguishable property in n steps. At step
k, we modify Dk to be randomly distributed for all queries, so that all tags are
randomly distributed in the final game. We employ the R-wD3DH2 assumption
to assure that the modification is undetectable. To do this, the reduction embeds
the challenge in Rk, Sk and (Bk, Dk)s for every query at step k.
Theorem 1 (Indistinguishability). If the R-wD3DH2 problem is (t1, ε1)-
hard, then the above ABM-LTF is (qin, tA, ε)-indistinguishable, where t1 ≈ tA +
poly(λ), and ε ≤ n · ε1.

Proof. Note that for any tag t = (ta, tc), the core tag part tc = ({Bi, Di, Ei}i∈[n],

RCH). If Di = gribisi
2 HG2(τ)ρi for all i ∈ [n], then t is a lossy tag; and if Di is

randomly distributed for all i ∈ [n], then t is randomly distributed. We prove
the indistinguishablity via a sequence of n games. In the initial game of G0, the
adversary has access to the real lossy tag oracle Loss(tk, ·). In the final game,
the adversary has access to an oracle OTc

(·) that always returns random tags.
Concretely,
Gk(k ∈ [n]): In this game, the answer to the ξth query is set as follows: the first

k Di are uniformly random and the last n − k Di = gribisi
2 HG2(τ)ρi are set

as the lossy oracle answer. Next we prove that difference between adjacent
games is bounded by the R-wD3DH2 assumption.
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Lemma 11. We assume that an adversary runs in time tA has advantage εk in
Gk. Then if the R-wD3DH2 problem is (t1, ε1)-hard, then |εk − εk−1| ≤ ε1 for
k ≥ 1, and t1 ≈ tA + poly(λ).

Proof. On receiving an R-wD3DH2 challenge (g1, g2, gb
1, gc

1, {gaξ

2 }ξ, gb
2, gc

2, {Tξ}ξ)
for ξ = 1, . . . , qin, the reduction B’s task is to decide whether Tξ = g

aξbc
2 or Tξ is

randomly chosen from G2. To do this, B proceeds as follows:
To generate ek, B firstly generates (pkCH, skCH)← CH.gen as in the real game,

then it picks ri, si
$← Zq and computes Ri := gri

1 , Si := gsi
1 for i ∈ [n] \ k, it also

sets Rk := gb
1, Sk := gc

1 and Uik := gric
1 , Uki := gbsi

1 , in this way it implicitly sets
rk := b and sk := c. Then it picks w0, ..., wL

$← Zq, computes Wι,i := gwi
ι for

ι = 1, 2, i ∈ [0, L]. It is obvious that ek is distributed exactly as in the real game.
When the adversary proposes the ξth query t

(ξ)
a to the Loss, the core tag

part t
(ξ)
c is answered as follows: B firstly computes a τ with random input. Then

for i < k, (Bi, Di, Ei) are randomly picked. And

Bk := g
aξ

2 , Dk := Tξ ·HG2(τ)ρk , Ek := gρk

2 .

with ρk
$← Zq.

For i > k, B picks bi, ρi
$← Zq and sets

Bi := gbi
2 , Di := grisibi

2 ·HG2(τ)ρi , Ei := gρi

2 .

Finally, B uses the trapdoor skCH for the chameleon hash to find coins RCH such
that τ = CH.eval(pkCH, ta, {Bi, Di, Ei}n

i=1, RCH).
It is obvious that, if Tξ = g

aξbc
2 , then tc is distributed as in Gk−1; and if Tξ

is randomly picked, then tc is distributed as in Gk. ⊓⊔
⊓⊔

Evasiveness. To prove evasiveness, we proceed in two steps: firstly we modify the
verification oracle Ver to reject tags with non-fresh τ∗, then we use a similar
proof as Waters signatures to bound the success probability of breaking evasive-
ness. To reject the non-fresh τ∗, we should firstly remove the use of skCH for the
chameleon hash, then use the collision-resistant property to reject the non-fresh
τ∗, which is referred to as a ‘deferred analysis’ technique [Hof12].

Theorem 2 (Evasiveness). If the CH is (t1, ε1)-collision-resistant; the R-
wD3DH2 problem is (t2, ε2)-hard and the 2-3-CDH problem is (t3, ε3)-hard, then
the above ABM-LTF is (qeva, qver, tA, ε)-evasiveness, where t1 ≈ t2 ≈ t3 ≈ tA +
poly(λ), and ε ≤ ε1 + nε2 + O(n · qeva · qver ·

√
L)ε3.

The proof is similar to that in [LQ19] and we defer it to supporting material
Appendix A.

3.2 A Tightly Secure ABM-LTF Scheme

In this section, we replace the Waters Signatures with the tightly secure MAC
given in [LQ19], then get an ABM-LTF with tight evasiveness. We give a review
of the underlying MAC in supporting material B.
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ABM.Gen: Choose bilinear groups G1, G2, GT of prime order q with asymmetric
pairing e : G1 × G2 → GT . Choose random elements g1

$← G1, g2
$← G2 and

denote gT := e(g1, g2).
1. Choose a chameleon hash function CH := (CH.gen, CH.eval, CH.switch)

with CH.eval : {0, 1}∗×RCH → {0, 1}L. Generate (pkCH, skCH)← CH.gen.
2. Pick random αi, βi, θi, si

$← Zq for i ∈ [n] and compute Ri := gαi+θiβi

1 ,

Si := gsi
1 , Uij := g

(αi+θiβi)sj

1 for i ̸= j ∈ [n].
3. For each µ ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ [n], choose vectors xi,µ := (xi,1,µ, . . . , xi,L,µ) $←

ZL
q and yi,µ := (yi,1,µ, . . . , yi,L,µ) $← ZL

q , compute zi,µ := xi,µ + θiyi,µ

and Zi,µ := g
zi,µ

1 = (gzi,1,µ

1 , . . . , g
zi,L,µ

1 ).
4. ek := (pkCH, {Zi,µ}µ∈{0,1},i∈[n], {gθi

1 , Ri, Si}i∈[n], {Uij}i ̸=j∈[n]).
ik := (ek, {si, αi+θiβi}i∈[n]), tk := (skCH, {αi, βi, si}i∈[n], {xi,µ, yi,µ}i∈[n],µ∈{0,1}).

The tag space is defined as follows: tags are of the form t = (ta, tc), where
ta ∈ {0, 1}∗ is the auxiliary part, and tc := ({Bi, Di, Ei, Fi}i∈[n], RCH) ∈
G4n

2 ×RCH is the core tag part. Random tc are uniformly random elements
in the core tag space. The input distribution Dx is the Gaussian distribution
DZn,σ with the restriction that sampled x ∈ DomE.

ABM.LGen(tk, ta): The lossy core tag part tc := ({Bi, Di, Ei, Fi}i∈[n], RCH) is
computed as:
1. For i ∈ [n], pick bi, ρi

$← Zq, compute Bi := gbi
2 , Di := gαibisi

2 g
ρixi,τ

2 ,
Ei := gβibisi

2 g
ρiyi,τ

2 and Fi := gρi

2 , where τ := CH.eval(pkCH, (ta, {B′i, D′i,
E′i, F ′i}i∈[n]); R′CH) ∈ {0, 1}L, where B′i, D′i, E′i, F ′i , R′CH are randomly chosen.

2. Compute RCH := CH.switch(skCH, (ta, {B′i, D′i, E′i, F ′i}i∈[n]), R′CH, (ta, {Bi, Di,
Ei, Fi}i∈[n])).

Each tag is corresponding to a matrix (Mij) with

Mij :=

e(Uji, Bi) = g
(αj+θjβj)sibi

T if i ̸= j
e(g1,Di)·e(g

θi
1 ,Ei)

e(Zi,τ ,Fi) else
(3)

where Zi,τ := ΠL
k=1Zi,k,τ [k].

We say a tag t = (ta, tc) is lossy if Mii = g
(αi+θiβi)sibi

T for every i ∈ [n]. And
a tag is injective if Mii ̸= g

(αi+θiβi)sibi

T for every i ∈ [n]. Note that there
exist tags that are neither lossy nor injective.

ABM.Eval(ek, t, x): For input x := (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ DomE, output y := (y0,1, y1,1, . . . ,
y0,n, y1,n) as:
1. Compute M according to Equation (3).

2. Compute y0,i :=
∏

j∈[n] e(Rj , Bi)xj = g
bi

∑
j∈[n]

(αj+θjβj)xj

T and y1,i :=∏
j∈[n] Mxj

ij .
ABM.Inver(ik, y): Compute xi as:

1. Compute M ′
i := Mii

g
(αi+θiβi)sibi
T

for each i ∈ [n]. If there exists i ∈ [n] such

that M ′
i = g0

T , return ⊥.
2. Compute Zi := y1,i/ysi

0,i for each i ∈ [n].
3. Search xi ∈ DomD such that M ′

i
xi = Zi for all i ∈ [n].
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Decryption correctness. When the tag t = (ta, tc) is injective, we have M ′
i ̸= 1T

for every i ∈ [n]. Then

Zi = y1,i/ysi
0,i =

∏
j∈[n] Mxj

ij

g
sibi

∑
j∈[n]

rjxj

T

=
∏

j ̸=i g
(αj+θjβj)xjsibi

T ·Mxi
ii

g
sibi

∑
j∈[n]

(αj+θjβj)xj

T

= M ′
i
xi ,

hence xi can be recovered correctly.
Sampling correctness. According to Lemmas 6 and 7, if σ ≥ Ω(

√
n), the distribu-

tion DZn,σ is efficiently samplable, and Pr[x ∈ DomD|x← DZn,σ] ≥ 1− 2−Ω(λ).

Lossiness. For the lossy tag, y1,i = g
sibi(

∑
j
(αj+θjβj)xj)

T , the output is completely
determined by

∑
j(αj + θjβj)xj mod q, so that the function has image size no

larger than q. Since a vector x sampled from the distribution DZn,σ has at
least n log σ bits of min-entropy, by applying Lemma 10, we have lossiness ℓ :=
H∞(x|(y0, y1)) ≥ n log σ − log q.
Explainable tags. Our construction has explainable tags as soon as the employed
group G2 is efficiently samplable and explainable.

Security. As in [LQ19], we prove the indistinguishability based on the R-
wD3DH2 and SXDH assumptions.
Indistinguishability. We prove the indistinguishable property in 2n steps. At
step 2k − 1, we modify Dk to be randomly distributed for all queries. At step
2k, we modify Ek to be randomly distributed for all queries. Then in the end
all tags are randomly distributed. We employ the R-wD3DH2 assumptions to
assure the (2k − 1)th modification is undetectable. To do this, the reduction
embeds the challenge in gθk

1 , Rk, Sk and (Bk, Dk)s for every query. And for the
(2k)th modification, we use DDH2 assumption to give a bound, embedding the
challenge in gβk

1 and (Bk, Ek)s for every query.
Theorem 3 (Indistinguishability). If the R-wD3DH2 problem is (t1, ε1)-
hard, the DDH2 problem is (t2, ε2)-hard, then the above ABM-LTF is (qin, tA, ε)-
indistinguishable, where t1 ≈ t2 ≈ tA + poly(λ), and ε ≤ n(ε1 + ε2) + neg(λ).

Proof. Note that for any tag t = (ta, tc), the core tag part tc = ({Bi, Di, Ei, Fi}i∈[n],

RCH). If Di = gαibisi
2 g

ρixi,τ

2 , Ei = gβibisi

2 g
ρiyi,τ

2 for all i ∈ [n], then t is a lossy
tag; and if Di, Ei are randomly distributed for all i ∈ [n], then t is a random tag.
We prove the indistinguishability via a sequence of 2n games. In the initial game
of G0, the adversary has access to the real lossy tag oracle Loss(tk, ·). Then we
modify the games in the following sequence:

G0 ⇝ G1,1 ⇝ G2,1 ⇝ G1,2 ⇝ · · ·⇝ G2,n

Concretely,
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G1,k(k ∈ [n]): In this game, the answer to every query is set as follows: the first
k Di and the first k − 1 Ei are uniformly random and other parts of tc is
computed as the lossy tags.

G2,k(k ∈ [n]): In this game, the answer to every query is set as follows: the first
k Di and Ei are uniformly random and the last n − k Di = g

αibisi+ρixi,τ

2
and Ei = g

βibisi+ρiyi,τ

2 are set as the lossy tags.

Then in the final game, the adversary has access to an oracle OTc
(·) that always

returns random tags. Next we prove that differences between adjacent games are
bounded by the R-wD3DH2 or DDH2 assumptions. We assume that an adversary
runs in time tA has advantage ει,k in Gι,k for ι = 1, 2.

Lemma 12. If the R-wD3DH2 problem is (t1, ε1)-hard, then |ε1,k − ε2,k−1| ≤ ε1
for k ≥ 1, and t1 ≈ tA + poly(λ). Here G2,0 := G0.

Proof. On receiving an R-wD3DH2 challenge (g1, g2, gb
1, gc

1, {gaξ

2 }ξ, gb
2, gc

2, {Tξ}ξ)
for ξ = 1, . . . , qin, the reduction B’s task is to decide whether Tξ = g

aξbc
2 or Tξ is

randomly chosen from G2. To do this, B proceeds as follows:
To generate ek, B firstly generates (pkCH, skCH)← CH.gen as in the real game,

then it picks αi, θi, βi, si
$← Zq and computes Ri := gαi+θiβi

1 , Si := gsi
1 for i ∈

[n] \ k, it also picks θk, βk
$← Zq and sets gθk

1 := (gc
1)θk , Rk := g

b+θk·βk
1 , Sk := gc

1

and Uik := g
(αi+θi·βi)c
1 , Uki := g

(b+θk·βk)si

1 , in this way it implicitly sets αk := b,
θk := c · θk, βk := βk/c and sk := c. Then for each µ ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ [n], choose
vectors xi,µ := (xi,1,µ, . . . , xi,L,µ) $← ZL

q and yi,µ := (yi,1,µ, . . . , yi,L,µ) $← ZL
q ,

compute zi,µ := xi,µ + θiyi,µ and Zi,µ := g
zi,µ

1 = (gzi,1,µ

1 , . . . , g
zi,L,µ

1 ) for i ̸= k
and

Zk,µ := g
xk,µ

1 (gc
1)θk·yk,µ .

It is obvious that ek is distributed exactly as in the real game.
When the adversary proposes the ξth query t

(ξ)
a to the Loss, the core tag

t
(ξ)
c is answered as follows: for i < k, (Bi, Di, Ei, Fi) is randomly picked. And

Bk := g
aξ

2 , Dk := Tξ · g
ρkxk,τ

2 , Ek := (gaξ

2 )βk g
ρkyk,τ

2 , Fk := gρk

2 .

with ρk
$← Zq and τ $← {0, 1}L. For i > k, B picks bi, ρi

$← Zq and sets

Bi := gbi
2 , Di := gαisibi

2 · gρixi,τ

2 , Ei := gβisibi

2 · gρiyi,τ

2 , Fi := gρi

2 .

Finally, B uses the trapdoor skCH for the chameleon hash to find coins RCH such
that τ = CH.eval(pkCH, ta, {Bi, Di, Ei, Fi}n

i=1; RCH).
It is not difficult to see that Ek is distributed as the lossy tag since

Ek = (gaξ

2 )βk g
ρkyk,τ

2 = g
aξ(βk/c)·c
2 · gρkyk,τ

2 = g
aξβk·sk

2 · gρkyk,τ

2 ,

then if Tξ = g
aξbc
2 , Dk is distributed as the lossy tag, hence tc is distributed as

in G2,k−1; and if Tξ is randomly picked, then tc is distributed as in G1,k. ⊓⊔
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Lemma 13. If the DDH2 problem is (t2, ε2)-hard, then |ε2,k − ε1,k| ≤ ε2 + 1
q

for k ≥ 1, and t2 ≈ tA + poly(λ).

Proof. On receiving a DDH2 challenge (g2, {gaξ

2 }ξ, gb
2, {Tξ}ξ) for ξ = 1, . . . , qin,

the reduction B’s task is to decide whether Tξ = g
aξb
2 or Tξ is randomly chosen

from G2. To do this, B proceeds as follows:
To generate ek, B firstly generates (pkCH, skCH) ← CH.gen as in the real

game, then it picks αi, θi, βi, si
$← Zq and computes Ri := gαi+θiβi

1 , Si := gsi
1

for i ∈ [n] \ k, it also picks θk, rk, sk
$← Zq and sets Rk := grk

1 , Sk := gsk
1 and

Uij := (Ri)sj for i ̸= j. Here it implicitly sets βk := b, αk := r − θk · b. Then
for each µ ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ [n], choose vectors xi,µ := (xi,1,µ, . . . , xi,L,µ) $← ZL

q

and yi,µ := (yi,1,µ, . . . , yi,L,µ) $← ZL
q , compute zi,µ := xi,µ + θiyi,µ and Zi,µ :=

g
zi,µ

1 = (gzi,1,µ

1 , . . . , g
zi,L,µ

1 ) for i ∈ [n]. It is obvious that ek is distributed exactly
as in the real game.

When the adversary proposes the ξth query t
(ξ)
a to the Loss, the core tag

t
(ξ)
c is answered as follows: for i < k, (Bi, Di, Ei, Fi) is randomly picked. And

Bk := g
aξ

2 , Dk
$← G2, Ek := (Tξ)sk g

ρkyk,τ

2 , Fk := gρk

2 .

with ρk
$← Zq and τ $← {0, 1}L. For i > k, B picks bi

$← Zq and ρi
$← Zq and sets

Bi := gbi
2 , Di := gαisibi

2 · gρixi,τ

2 , Ei := gβisibi

2 · gρiyi,τ

2 , Fi := gρi

2 .

Finally, B uses the trapdoor skCH for the chameleon hash to find RCH such that
τ = CH.eval(pkCH, ta, {Bi, Di, Ei, Fi}n

i=1; RCH).
It is not difficult to see that if Tξ = g

aξb
2 , then Ek is distributed as the lossy

tag, hence tc is distributed as in G1,k; and if Tξ is randomly picked, then tc is
distributed as in G2,k. ⊓⊔

⊓⊔
Evasiveness. To prove evasiveness, we proceed in two steps: firstly we modify
the Ver to reject tags with non-fresh τ∗, then we use a similar proof as the
unforgeable proof of the underlying MAC to bound the success probability of
breaking evasiveness. To reject the non-fresh τ∗, we firstly remove the use of
skCH for the chameleon hash, then use the collision-resistant property to reject
the non-fresh τ∗, which is referred to as a ‘deferred analysis’ technique [Hof12].
Theorem 4 (Evasiveness). If the CH is (t1, ε1)-collision-resistant, the R-
wD3DH2 problem is (t2, ε2)-hard and the DDH2 problem is (t3, ε3)-hard, the
MAC scheme described in [LQ19] is (t4, ε4)-unforgeable, then the above ABM-LTF
is (qeva, qver, t, ε) evasiveness, where t1 ≈ t2 ≈ t3 ≈ t4 ≈ t + poly(λ), and ε ≤
ε1 + n(ε2 + ε3 + ε4) + neg(λ).

Proof. We prove the evasiveness via a sequence of 2 games. In the initial game of
G0, the adversary proceeds as in the real game. And in the next game G1, when
the adversary proposes tags to the Ver oracle, it rejects those tags that generate
the same chameleon hash τ∗ as that answered by the lossy tag oracle Loss(tk, ·).
We use badi to denote the event that A manages to output a non-injective tag
in Gi for i = 0, 1. It is obvious that ε = Pr[bad0].
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Lemma 14. If the CH is (t1, ε1)-collision-resistant, the R-wD3DH2 problem is
(t2, ε2)-hard, the DDH2 problem is (t3, ε3)-hard, then |Pr[bad0]− Pr[bad1]| ≤
ε1 + n(ε2 + ε3) + neg(λ).

Proof. We denote badh to denote the event thatA outputs a tag t = (ta, ({Bi, Di,
Ei, Fi}i∈[n], RCH)) with a hash τ the same as that produced by the Loss before.
It is straightforward that

|Pr[bad0]− Pr[bad1]| ≤ Pr[badh in G1].

As in both G0 and G1, the chameleon hash trapdoor skCH is used to answer
Loss(tk, ·) queries, which makes it difficult to use the collision-resistant property
of the chameleon hash to bound Pr[badh] directly. To solve this problem, we
use the “deferred analysis” proof technique [Hof12]. That is, we introduce two
intermediate games G1′ , G2′ defined as follows:

G1′ : The same as G1, except that the Ver oracle only checks the freshness of τ
computed from the proposed tags.

G2′ : The same as G1′ , except that the Loss oracle returns random tags instead
of lossy tags.

It is obvious that the probability of badh is the same in G1 and G1′ . Here as we
do not need any secret information to answer Ver queries, then we can employ
the indistinguishable proof and get

|Pr[badh in G1′ ]− Pr[badh in G2′ ]| ≤ n(ε2 + ε3) + neg(λ).

Now in G2′ , skCH is no longer used and we can use collision-resistant property
to bound Pr[badh in G2′ ] ≤ ε1. ⊓⊔
Next we bound bad1 by the unforgeablity of MAC. Pr[bad1] ≤ nε4. On receiving
the MAC pp = (g1, g2, h2, A, R, Z0, Z1) and η, the reduction B’s task is to output
a fresh message-tag pair that can pass the verification. B proceeds as follows:

To generate ek, B firstly generates (pkCH, skCH) ← CH.gen as in the real
game, then it picks a random k ∈ [n] and αi, θi, βi, si

$← Zq and computes Ri :=
gαi+θiβi

1 and Si := gsi
1 for i ∈ [n]\k, it also sets Rk := R, Sk := gη

1 and gθk
1 := A,

in this way it implicitly sets sk := η. Note that B can compute Uij for i ̸= j.
Then for each µ ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ [n], it chooses vectors xi,µ := (xi,1,µ, . . . , xi,L,µ) $←
ZL

q and yi,µ := (yi,1,µ, . . . , yi,L,µ) $← ZL
q , computes zi,µ := xi,µ + θiyi,µ and

Zi,µ := g
zi,µ

1 = (gzi,1,µ

1 , . . . , g
zi,L,µ

1 ) for i ̸= k, and Zk,µ := g
xk,µ

1 Ayk,µ . Finally B
sets ek := (pkCH, {Zi,0, Zi,1, gθi

1 , Ri, Si}i∈[n], {Uij}i ̸=j∈[n]). It is obvious that ek
is distributed exactly as in the real game.

When the adversary proposes the query ta to the Loss, the core tag part tc

is answered as follows:

1. B samples a random τ in the range of CH. For i ̸= k, B picks bi
$← Zq and

ρi
$← Zq and sets

Bi := gbi
2 , Di := hαisibi

2 · gρixiτ

2 , Ei := hβisibi

2 · gρiyiτ

2 , Fi := gρi

2 .
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2. For i = k, B transfers τ to its Eval oracle and gets (σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4) as re-
sponse, it sets Bk := σ1, Dk := σ2, Ek := σ3, Fk := σ4.

3. Finally, B uses the trapdoor skCH for the chameleon hash to find RCH such
that τ = CH.eval(pkCH, ta, {Bi, Di, Ei, Fi}n

i=1; RCH).

When the adversary finally outputs qver tags, B checks whether there exists
one tag such that

e(g1, Dk) · e(A, Ek) = e(R, Bk)η · e(Zk,τ , Fk),

and output (τ, (Bk, Dk, Ek, Fk)) as the forged message-tag pair if the equality
holds. Note that if there exists one non-injective tag in the final outputs of A,
then B can find it out, and with probability 1

n , B guesses the right k.
⊓⊔

4 The SIM-SO-CCA Secure Constructions

4.1 The General Construction

In this subsection we will give a general SIM-SO-CCA secure construction tightly
from an LTF and an ABM-LTF. Our construction is in general the same as
that in [Hof12] except for two differences: the first one is that the encryption
randomness can be chosen from a non-uniform distribution to consort with
the efficiently opening algorithm; the second difference is that here we use a
one-time message authentication code MAC and a universal hash to replace
the primitive ‘lossy authenticated encryption (LAE)’ in [Hof12], this change is
only conceptual and for easy expression. The description of our construction
(Keygen, Enc, Dec, LKeygen, Lenc, Opener) is as follows, where LKeygen, Lenc and
Opener algorithms are only used in the security proof.

Let ΠLTF := (LTF.Igen, LTF.Lgen, LTF.Eval, LTF.Invert) be an instance of the
LTF. And let ΠABM-LTF := (ABM.Gen, ABM.LGen, ABM.Eval, ABM.Inver) be an
instance of the ABM-LTF. MAC := (MAC.eval, MAC.ver) be a one-time unforge-
able MAC. We assume the input domain of both instances are DomE and the
inversion domain are both DomD.

Keygen: The public key is generated as:
1. Generate the evaluation and inversion keys for LTF: (ek1, ik1)← LTF.Igen.
2. Generate the evaluation key for ABM-LTF: (ek2, ik2, tk2)← ABM.Gen.
3. Choose a universal hash function h : DomE→ {0, 1}ℓ+ℓ′ .

Output pk := (ek1, ek2, h) and sk := ik1.
Enc: To encrypt m ∈ {0, 1}ℓ, choose x← Dx, Dx is a distribution over DomE.

1. Compute y1 := LTF.Eval(ek1, x).
2. Set ta := y1 and pick random tc for ABM-LTF. Then compute y2 :=

ABM.Eval(ek2, (ta, tc), x).
3. Compute (k1, k2) := h(x) with k1 ∈ {0, 1}ℓ and k2 ∈ {0, 1}ℓ′ .
4. Compute y3 := k1 ⊕m and y4 := MAC.eval(k2, (y2, y3)).

Output c := (y1, y2, tc, y3, y4).
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Dec: To decrypt c := (y1, y2, tc, y3, y4) with sk,
1. Compute x := LTF.Invert(ik1, y1) and (k1, k2) := h(x).
2. Verify if LTF.Eval(ek1, x) = y1, ABM.Eval(ek2, (ta, tc), x) = y2, MAC.ver(k2,

(y2, y3), y4) = 1 and x ∈ DomD, abort if any of the equalities does not
hold.

3. Compute and output m := y3 ⊕ k1.
LKeygen: The lossy public key generation algorithm generates (ek1, ek2, h, ik2, tk2, a)

and outputs pkl := (ek1, ek2, h). The generated keys satisfy that:
1. ek1 distributed as a random output of LTF.Lgen.
2. (ek2, ik2, tk2) has the same distribution as the random output of ABM.Gen.
3. h is distributed as a randomly picked universal hash function DomE →
{0, 1}ℓ+ℓ′ .

Lenc: To generate a lossy ciphertext of m with tk2, choose x← Dx and proceed
as follows:
1. Compute y1 := LTF.Eval(ek1, x).
2. Set ta := y1 and compute tc

$← ABM.LGen(tk2, ta). Then compute y2 :=
ABM.Eval(ek2, (ta, tc), x).

3. Compute (k1, k2) := h(x).
4. Compute y3 := k1 ⊕ m and y4 := MAC.eval(k2, (y2, y3)). Output c :=

(y1, y2, tc, y3, y4).
Opener: The opener algorithm takes as inputs the (pk, a) generated by the

LKeygen algorithm, m, x and c generated by Lenc, and any fixed message
m′, it outputs x′ such that:
1. y1 = LTF.Eval(ek1, x′).
2. y2 := ABM.Eval(ek2, (ta, tc), x′).
3. y3 = k′1 ⊕m′, y4 = MAC.eval(k′2, (y2, y3)) and H(x′) = (k′1, k′2).
4. x′ ∈ DomD and distributed statistically close to Dx.

Correctness. Correctness can be get easily according to the correctness of LTF,
MAC and ABM-LTF.

Remark 1. The existence of the Opener algorithm indicates that given y1 and
y2, the residence entropy of x is larger than ℓ.

Theorem 5. For a PKE scheme constructed above, if the underlying LTF is
(t1, ε1)-indistinguishable, ABM-LTF is (qin2, t2, ε2)-indistinguishable and (qeva3, qver3,
t3, ε3)-evasive, MAC is (t4, ε4)-unforgeable, then our scheme is (qdec, N, tA, t′, ε)-
SIM-SO-CCA secure, where ε ≤ ε1 + ε2 + ε3 + N · qdec · ε4 + neg(λ), qver3 = qdec,
qin2 = qeva3 = N and t′ ≈ t1 ≈ t2 ≈ t3 ≈ t4 ≈ tA + poly(λ).

The proof of Theorem 5 is similar to that in [Hof12] and we put it in supporting
material C.
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4.2 Instantiation

By combining the MDDH based LTF and efficient opening algorithm given in
[LSSS17b], we give an SIM-SO-CCA secure construction in this subsection.

Keygen: Let ΠLTF := (LTF.Igen, LTF.Lgen, LTF.Eval, LTF.Invert) be an instance
of the LTF given in Appendix E in [LSSS17a]. And let ΠABM-LTF := (ABM.Gen,
ABM.LGen, ABM.Eval, ABM.Inver) be an instance of the ABM-LTF given in
Section 3.1(Section 3.2). We assume the input domain of both instances
are DomE := {x ∈ Zn|∥x∥ ≤ γ · σ

√
n} and the inversion domain are both

DomD := {x ∈ Zn|∥x∥ ≤ σ
√

n} with σ ≥ Ω(n) and γ ≥ 3. Then the public
key is generated as:
1. Generate the evaluation and inversion keys for LTF: pick A $← Zn×n

q , set
ek1 := gA

T and sk := A−1.
2. Generate the evaluation key for ABM-LTF: (ek2, ik2, tk2)← ABM.Gen as

in Section 3.1\Section 3.2.
3. Choose a random matrix HUH

$← Zℓ×n
q .

Output pk := (ek1, ek2, HUH) and sk.
Enc: To encrypt m ∈ Zℓ−1

q , choose x← DZn,σ and proceeds as follows:
1. Compute y0 := ekx

1 = gAx
T .

2. Compute (k⊤1 , k2)⊤ := HUHx and y3 := k1 + m mod q, .
3. Set ta := y0 and pick random tc for ABM-LTF. Then compute M as

Equation (2) (Equation (3) for the tightly secure case) and

y1,i :=
∏

j∈[n]

e(Rj , Bi)xj = g
bi

∑
j∈[n]

rjxj

T , y2,i :=
∏

j∈[n]

Mxj

ij .

Set yι := (yι,1, ..., yι,n) for ι = 1, 2.
4. Compute y4 = MAC.eval(k2, (y1, y2, y3)). Output c := (y0, tc, y1, y2, y3, y4).

Dec: To decrypt c := (y0, tc, y1, y2, y3, y4) with sk,
1. Compute X := gA−1Ax

T = gx
T . Use exhaustive search over DomD to find

such x, and abort if no x is found.
2. Verify if ABM.Eval(ek2, ta, tc, x) = (y1, y2), abort if the equality does

not hold.
3. Compute (k⊤1 , k2)⊤ := HUHx, Verify if MAC.ver(k2, (y1, y2, y3), y4) = 1

and abort if the equality does not hold.
4. Output m := y3 − k1 mod q.

To illustrate the SIM-SO-CCA security, next we present the lossy key genera-
tion algorithm and the efficient opening procedure. As in [LSSS17b], we require
q > 2λ and n > 3(k + ℓ + 1) · ⌈log q⌉ to ensure the lossiness.

LKeygen: Choose a random a $← Zn×1
q , w ∈ Zn

q , r ∈ Zn
q . Set A = a ·wT .

1. Choose C0
$← Zn̄×ℓ̄

q with ℓ̄ := ℓ + 2 and n̄ := n− ℓ̄ · ⌈log q⌉. Use the trap-
door generation algorithm in [MP12] to generate Rsim

$← {−1, 1}ℓ̄·⌈log q⌉×n̄

and
C⊤ :=

(
C0

−RsimC0 + Gsim

)
∈ Zn×ℓ̄

q ,
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where Gsim ∈ Zℓ̄·⌈log q⌉×ℓ̄
q is the gadget matrix. Then from Lemmas 2

and 8, when n̄ ≥ 2ℓ̄ · log q, C is statistically close to the uniform distri-
bution and Rsim is a trapdoor for C. Then parse C as:

C =

 wT

r⊤
HUH

 ∈ Zℓ̄×n
q ,

2. Define ek1 := gA
T , Ri := gri

1 for i = 1, ..., n.
3. Generate other parameters of ABM-LTF as real. That is, (pkCH, skCH)←

CH.gen, pick random si
$← Zq for i ∈ [n] and w0, ..., wL

$← Zq, where
n is the input length, compute Si := gsi

1 and Ws,k := gwk
ι for s =

1, 2, k ∈ [0, L]. Set ek2 := (pkCH, {Ws,k}s∈[2],k∈[0,L], {Ri, Si}i∈[n]). ik :=
(ek2, {si}i∈[n]).
(For tightly secure case, ek2 := (pkCH, {Zi,µ}µ∈{0,1},i∈[n], {gθi

1 , Ri, Si}i∈[n],
{Uij}i ̸=j∈[n]) is generated as: (pkCH, skCH) ← CH.gen, for i ∈ [n], pick
random βi, θi, si

$← Zq, for µ ∈ {0, 1}, choose vectors xi,µ := (xi,1,µ, . . . ,
xi,L,µ) $← ZL

q and yi,µ := (yi,1,µ, . . . , yi,L,µ) $← ZL
q , implicitly set αi =

ri−θiβi, and compute Si := gsi
1 , Uij := g

risj

1 for i ̸= j ∈ [n], zi,µ := xi,µ+
θiyi,µ and Zi,µ := g

zi,µ

1 = (gzi,1,µ

1 , . . . , g
zi,L,µ

1 ). ik := (ek2, {si, ri}i∈[n])).
Return pkl := (ek1, ek2, HUH) and skl := (Rsim, C0, a).

Lenc: To encrypt m ∈ Zℓ−1
q , choose x← DZn,σx and proceeds as follows:

1. Compute y0 := ekx
1 = gAx

T .
2. Compute (k⊤1 , k2)⊤ := HUHx and y3 := k1 + m mod q.
3. Set ta := y0, and generate tc

$← ABM.LGen(tk, ta). Then compute M as
Equation (2) (Equation (3) for the tightly secure case) and

y1,i :=
∏

j∈[n]

e(Rj , Bi)xj = g
bi

∑
j∈[n]

rjxj

T , y2,i :=
∏

j∈[n]

Mxj

ij .

Set yι := (yι,1, ..., yι,n) for ι = 1, 2.
4. Compute y4 = MAC.eval(k2, (y1, y2, y3)). Output c := (y0, tc, y1, y2, y3, y4).

Opener: Given x ∈ DomD for encrypting m, to find the new randomness x′ to
explain the ciphertext to m′, do the following:
1. Compute c1,x := wT x ∈ Zq, c2,x := r⊤x ∈ Zq and c3,x := HUHx +

(m−m′
0 ) ∈ Zℓ

q. Define

tx := [ c1,x c2,x c⊤3,x ]⊤ ∈ Zℓ̄
q

2. Using the trapdoor Rsim, sample a small-norm vector x′ ← DΛtx
q (C),σx

,
such that

C · x′ = tx mod q.

If x′ ∈ DomD, output x′. Otherwise, repeat step 2 until a suitable x′ is
found.
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Supporting Material

A Proof of Theorem 2

Proof. We prove the evasiveness via a sequence of 2 games. In the initial game
of G0, the adversary proceeds as in the real game. And in the next game G1,
when the adversary proposes tags to the Ver oracle, it rejects those generate
the same chameleon hash as that answered by the lossy tag oracle Loss(tk, ·).
We use badi to denote the event that A manages to output a non-injective tag
in Gi for i = 0, 1. It is obvious that ε = Pr[bad0].

Lemma 15. If the CH is (t1, ε1)-collision-resistant, the R-wD3DH2 problem is
(t2, ε2)-hard, then |Pr[bad0]− Pr[bad1]| ≤ ε1 + nε2.

Proof. We use badh to denote the event that A outputs a tag t = (ta, ({Bi, Di,
Ei}i∈[n], RCH)) with a hash τ the same as that produced by the Loss before. It
is straightforward that

|Pr[bad0]− Pr[bad1]| ≤ Pr[badh in G1].

As in both G0 and G1, the chameleon hash trapdoor skCH is used to answer
Loss(tk, ·) queries, which makes it difficult to use the collision-resistant property
of the chameleon hash to bound Pr[badh] directly. To solve this problem, we
use the “deferred analysis” proof technique [Hof12]. That is, we introduce two
intermediate games G1′ , G2′ defined as follows:

G1′ : The same as G1, except that the Ver oracle only checks the freshness of τ
computed from the proposed tags.

G2′ : The same as G1′ , except that the Loss oracle returns random tags instead
of lossy tags.

It is obvious that the probability of badh is the same in G1 and G1′ . Here as we
do not need any secret information to answer Ver queries, then we can employ
the indistinguishable proof and get

|Pr[badh in G1′ ]− Pr[badh in G2′ ]| ≤ nε2.

Now in G2′ , skCH is no longer used and we can use collision-resistant property
to bound Pr[badh in G2′ ] ≤ ε1. ⊓⊔
Next we bound the bad1 by the 2-3-CDH assumption.

Pr[bad1] ≤ O(n · qeva · qver ·
√

L)ε3.

On receiving a 2-3-CDH challenge (g1, g2, ga
1 , gb

1, ga
2 , gb

2), the reduction B’s task
is to produce a pair (gr

2, gr·ab
2 ) with r ̸= 0. To do this, B proceeds as follows:

To generate ek, B firstly generates (pkCH, skCH)← CH.gen as in the real game,
then it picks a random k ∈ [n] and ri, si

$← Zq and computes Ri := gri
1 , Si := gsi

1
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for i ∈ [n] \ k, it also sets Rk := ga
1 and Sk := gb

1, in this way it implicitly
sets rk := a and sk := b. Note that B can compute Uij for i ̸= j. Then it
picks w0, ..., wL

$← {−1, 0, 1}, w̃0, ..., w̃L
$← Zq, computes Wι,i := ga·wi

ι gw̃i
ι for

ι = 1, 2, i ∈ [0, L]. In this way it implicitly sets wi = awi + w̃i for i ∈ [0, L]. It is
obvious that ek is distributed exactly as in the real game.

When the adversary proposes the query ta to the Loss, the core tag part tc

is answered as follows:

1. B samples a random τ in the range of CH. For i ̸= k, B picks bi, ρi
$← Zq

and sets
Bi := gbi

2 , Di := grisibi
2 ·HG2(τ)ρi , Ei := gρi

2 .

2. For i = k, B computes wτ := w0 +
∑L

i=1 wiτ [i], w̃τ := w̃0 +
∑L

i=1 w̃iτ [i] and
aborts if wτ = 0. Otherwise, it picks bk

$← Zq and ρk
$← Zq and sets

Bk := gbk
2 , Dk := (gb

2)−
w̃τ bk

wτ ·HG2(τ)ρk , Ek := (gb
2)−

bk
wτ g

ρk
2 .

where it implicitly defines ρk = ρk − bbk

wτ
.

3. Finally, B uses the trapdoor skCH for the chameleon hash to find coins RCH
such that τ = CH.eval(pkCH, ta, {Bi, Di, Ei}n

i=1; RCH).

When the adversary finally outputs qver tags, B picks a random one as the non-
injective tag (t∗a, t∗c = ({Bi, Di, Ei}i∈[n], RCH)), B computes τ∗ := CH.eval(pkCH, (ta,

{Bi, Di, Ei}i∈[n]); RCH) and wτ∗ := w0 +
∑L

i=1 wiτ
∗[i]. If wτ∗ ̸= 0, B aborts. Oth-

erwise, with probability 1/n it should hold that

D∗k = g
ab·b∗

k
2 ·HG2(τ∗)ρ∗

k

= g
ab·b∗

k
2 g

(awτ∗ +w̃τ∗ )·ρ∗
k

2

= g
ab·b∗

k
2 · E∗k

w̃τ∗ ,

where E∗k = g
ρ∗

k
2 . Finally, B outputs (B∗k ,

D∗
k

E∗
k

w̃τ∗
).

Clearly, if B does not abort, its output is a valid 2-3-CDH answer. By applying
known results on programmable hash functions [HK08], the non-abort probabil-
ity is lower bounded by O(qeva ·

√
L). Hence Pr[bad1] ≤ O(n ·qeva ·qver ·

√
L)ε3. ⊓⊔

Remark 2. Note that here we can achieve the strong evasiveness property, which
means that even for an old ta, the adversary will not be able to produce a fresh
tc such that t := (ta, tc) is lossy.

B The Underlying MAC Construction

In this part, to better illustrate the evasiveness proof, we recall the message
authentication code (MAC) used by Libert and Qian [LQ19], which is a variant
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of a MAC construction due to Blazy, Kiltz and Pan [BKP14]. The MAC of
[LQ19] adds a duplicate copy of the secret key and also an extra group element
h, it publics a linear combination of secret key, then with the help of logg(h),
anyone can perform the verification. Then reductions for one-verification query
and multi-verification query are the same, so it only needs to guess every bit of
the verification query once, thus ensures tight unforgeable property. They also
introduced an additional randomizer r, which makes the MAC compatible with
the indistinguishability of the constructed ABM-LTF. The MAC is described
formally as follows.

MAC.Gen: Choose bilinear groups G1, G2, GT of prime order q with asymmetric
pairing e : G1 × G2 → GT . Choose random elements g1

$← G1, g2
$← G2 and

denote gT := e(g1, g2).
1. Pick random α, β, θ, η $← Zq and compute h1 := gη

1 , h2 := gη
2 , A := gθ

1
and R := gα+θβ

1 .
2. For each µ ∈ {0, 1}, choose vectors xµ := (x1,µ, . . . , xL,µ) $← ZL

q and
yµ := (y1,µ, . . . , yL,µ) $← ZL

q , compute zµ := xµ + θyµ and Zµ := g
zµ

1 =
(gz1,µ

1 , . . . , g
zL,µ

1 ).
3. skMAC := (α, β, x0, x1, y0, y1, η). pp := (g1, g2, h1, h2, A, R, Z0, Z1).

MAC.Tag(pp, skMAC, m): To compute the MAC value σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4) for a
message m ∈ {0, 1}L: pick b, ρ $← Zq, compute σ1 := gb

2, σ2 := hαb
2 gρxm

2 ,
σ3 := hβb

2 gρym
2 and σ4 := gρ

2 , where xm :=
∑L

k=1 xk,mk
, ym :=

∑L
k=1 yk,mk

.
MAC.Ver: Accept if the following equality holds, and reject otherwise.

e(g1, σ2) · e(A, σ3) = e(R, σ1)η · e(Zm, σ4),

where Zm := ΠL
k=1g

zk,mk
1 .

Lemma 16 (Lemma 4 in [LQ19]6). If the DDH1 problem is (t1, ε1)-hard, the
DDH2 problem is (t2, ε2)-hard, then the above MAC is (qver, tA, ε)-unforgeable,
where t1 ≈ t2 ≈ tA + poly(λ), and ε ≤ 2L · ε1 + ε2.

C Proof of Theorem 5

Proof. For any adversary A runs in the real world, we construct a simulator S
that runs in the ideal world, interacts with A as shown in the following and
outputs As output, then we prove the outputs are indistinguishable.

– To initialize the game, S invokes the LKeygen algorithm and returns pkl to
the adversary A.

– When A issues the encryption query with dist that indicates a distribution
of N related messages, S transfers this query to its challenger. Then S picks
(m1, . . . , mN ) $← {0, 1}ℓ×N , chooses (x1, . . . , xN ) ← DN

x , and for ξ ∈ [N ], it
runs the Lenc algorithm to generate cξ ← Lenc(pkl, tk, mξ) with xξ.

6 Note that the unforgeable property holds even when part of the secret key η is given
to the adversary. We will use this property in the later proof.
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– When A makes decryption queries with c = (y1, y2, tc, y3, y4), S proceeds as
follows:
1. Test whether t = (ta, tc) is injective with ik2 generated by LKeygen, and

abort if not.
2. Use ik2 to invert y2 to get x, compute (k1, k2) := h(x).
3. Verify if y1 = LTF.Eval(ek1, x), y2 = ABM.Eval(ek2, t, x) and MAC.ver(k2,

(y2, y3), y4) = 1, abort if any of the equalities does not hold or x /∈ DomD.
4. Compute m := y3 ⊕ k1, and return m to A.

– When A issues corruption queries with a set I ⊂ [N ], S transfers this query
to its challenger and receives (m′ξ)ξ∈I . Then S invokes the Opener algorithm
to explain cξ to m′ξ with randomness x

′

ξ. Since tξ
c is pseudorandom, one can

also explain tξ
c as a random tag efficiently.

To prove the indistinguishability of S’s output and A’s output, we proceed
via a sequence of games.

G0: The real SIM-SO-CCA security game.
G1: Modify the generation of the challenge ciphertext. Instead of choosing ran-

dom tξ
c

$← Tc, generate tξ
c

$← ABM.LGen(tk, tξ
a). And in the corruption phase,

explain tξ
c as a random tag with the Resam algorithm. The difference of G0

and G1 can be bounded by the indistinguishability of the ABM-LTF.
G2: Modify the decryption oracle, reject queries with non-injective tags.

We use event E to denote the event that a decryption query c = (y1, y2, tc, y3, y4)
corresponds to a non-injective tag. It is obvious that G1 and G2 are the same
as long as E does not happen. We divide E in the following three cases:
E1: (y1, tc) /∈ {(y1

1 , t1
c), . . . , (yN

1 , tN
c )}. The probability of this event can be

bounded according to the evasiveness property of ABM-LTF.
E2: (y1, tc) ∈ {(y1

1 , t1
c), . . . , (yN

1 , tN
c )} but (y1, tc, y2) /∈ {(y1

1 , t1
c , y1

2), . . . , (yN
1 , tN

c ,

yN
2 )}. In this case, it indicates that (x := LTF.Invert(ik1, y1), tc) ∈ {(x(1), t

(1)
c ),

. . . , (x(N), t
(N)
c )} except with negligible probability. Since ABM.Eval is a

deterministic function on x and (ta, tc), a modified y2 will certainly be
rejected. Hence the probability of E2 happens is 0.

E3: (y1, tc, y2) ∈ {(y1
1 , t1

c , y1
2), . . . , (yN

1 , tN
c , yN

2 )}. In this case, y3 must be dif-
ferent, since MAC.eval is a deterministic algorithm on k1, y2, y3. And
when y3 is changed, the probability of E3 can be bounded by Nε4.

G3: Instead of using the trapdoor for LTF to answer decryption queries, use
the inversion key of ABM-LTF to answer decryption queries as in the simu-
lated game. Since in G2 all decryption queries correspond to injective tags,
the inversion result with the ABM.Inver will be the same as that with the
LTF.Invert algorithm.

G4: Modify the generation of ek1 to ek1
$← LTF.Lgen(λ). Since here we do not

need the inversion key of LTF any more, the difference of G3 and G4 is
bounded by the indistinguishability of LTF.

G5: Modify the key generation phase to the LKeygen algorithm. According to the
requirement of LKeygen algorithm, G4 and G5 have the same distribution.
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G6: Modify the generation of the challenge ciphertext. Instead of firstly picking
(m1, . . . , mN )← dist and encrypting these messages, pick random (m1, . . . , mN ) $←
{0, 1}ℓ×N , and encrypt these messages as in the simulated game. In the cor-
ruption phase, pick (m1, . . . , mN )← dist and answer according to the Opener
algorithm. From the requirement of the Opener, G5 and G6 proceeds statist-
ically close. And it is obvious that G6 proceeds exactly as the simulator does
in the ideal world.

⊓⊔
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